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Abstract

Bayesian optimization usually assumes that a Bayesian prior is given. However, the strong theoretical guarantees in Bayesian optimization are often regrettably compromised in practice because of unknown parameters in the prior. In this paper, we adopt a variant of empirical Bayes and show that, by estimating the Gaussian process prior from offline data sampled from the same prior and constructing unbiased estimators of the posterior, variants of both GP-UCB and probability of improvement achieve a near-zero regret bound, which decreases to a constant proportional to the observational noise as the number of offline data and the number of online evaluations increase. Empirically, we have verified our approach on challenging simulated robotic problems featuring task and motion planning.

1 Introduction

Bayesian optimization (BO) is a popular approach to optimizing black-box functions that are expensive to evaluate. Because of expensive evaluations, BO aims to approximately locate the function maximizer without evaluating the function too many times. This requires a good strategy to adaptively choose where to evaluate based on the current observations.

BO adopts a Bayesian perspective and assumes that there is a prior on the function; typically, we use a Gaussian process (GP) prior. Then, the information collection strategy can rely on the prior to focus on good inputs, where the goodness is determined by an acquisition function derived from the GP prior and current observations. In past literature, it has been shown both theoretically and empirically that if the function is indeed drawn from the given prior, there are many acquisition functions that BO can use to locate the function maximizer quickly [51, 5, 53].

However, in reality, the prior we choose to use in BO often does not reflect the distribution from which the function is drawn. Hence, we sometimes have to estimate the hyper-parameters of a chosen form of the prior on the fly as we collect more data [50]. One popular choice is to estimate the prior parameters using empirical Bayes with, e.g., the maximum likelihood estimator [44].

Despite the vast literature that shows many empirical Bayes approaches have well-founded theoretical guarantees such as consistency [40] and admissibility [26], it is difficult to analyze a version of BO that uses empirical Bayes because of the circular dependencies between the estimated parameters and the data acquisition strategies. The requirement to select the prior model and estimate its parameters leads to a BO version of the chicken-and-egg dilemma: the prior model selection depends on the data collected and the data collection strategy depends on having a “correct” prior. Theoretically, there is little evidence that BO with unknown parameters in the prior can work well. Empirically, there is evidence showing it works well in some situations, but not others [33, 23], which is not surprising in light of no free lunch results [56, 22].

*Equal contribution.
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective strategy for learning a prior in a meta-learning setting where training data on functions from the same Gaussian process prior are available. We use a variant of empirical Bayes that gives unbiased estimates for both the parameters in the prior and the posterior given observations of the function we wish to optimize. We analyze the regret bounds in two settings: (1) finite input space, and (2) compact input space in $\mathbb{R}^d$. We clarify additional assumptions on the training data and form of Gaussian processes of both settings in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2. We prove theorems that show a near-zero regret bound for variants of GP-UCB [2, 51] and probability of improvement (PI) [29, 53]. The regret bound decreases to a constant proportional to the observational noise as online evaluations and offline data size increase.

From a more pragmatic perspective on Bayesian optimization for important areas such as robotics, we further explore how our approach works for problems in task and motion planning domains [27], and we explain why the assumptions in our theorems make sense for these problems in Sec. 5. Indeed, assuming a common kernel, such as squared exponential or Matérn, is very limiting for robotic problems that involve discontinuity and non-stationarity. However, with our approach of setting the prior and posterior parameters, BO outperforms all other methods in the task and motion planning benchmark problems.

The contributions of this paper are (1) a stand-alone BO module that takes in only a multi-task training data set as input and then actively selects inputs to efficiently optimize a new function and (2) analysis of the regret of this module. The analysis is constructive, and determines appropriate hyperparameter settings for the GP-UCB acquisition function. Thus, we make a step forward to resolving the problem that, despite being used for hyperparameter tuning, BO algorithms themselves have hyperparameters.

2 Background and related work

BO optimizes a black-box objective function through sequential queries. We usually assume knowledge of a Gaussian process [44] prior on the function, though other priors such as Bayesian neural networks and their variants [17, 30] are applicable too. Then, given possibly noisy observations and the prior distribution, we can do Bayesian posterior inference and construct acquisition functions [29, 38, 2] to search for the function optimizer.

However, in practice, we do not know the prior and it must be estimated. One of the most popular methods of prior estimation in BO is to optimize mean/kernel hyper-parameters by maximizing data-likelihood of the current observations [44, 19]. Another popular approach is to put a prior on the mean/kernel hyper-parameters and obtain a distribution of such hyper-parameters to adapt the model given observations [20, 50]. These methods require a predetermined form of the mean function and the kernel function. In the existing literature, mean functions are usually set to be 0 or linear and the popular kernel functions include Matérn kernels, Gaussian kernels, linear kernels [44] or additive/product combinations of the above [11, 24].

Meta BO aims to improve the optimization of a given objective function by learning from past experiences with other similar functions. Meta BO can be viewed as a special case of transfer learning or multi-task learning. One well-studied instance of meta BO is the machine learning (ML) hyper-parameter tuning problem on a dataset, where, typically, the validation errors are the functions to optimize [14]. The key question is how to transfer the knowledge from previous experiments on other datasets to the selection of ML hyper-parameters for the current dataset.

To determine the similarity between validation error functions on different datasets, meta-features of datasets are often used [6]. With those meta-features of datasets, one can use contextual Bayesian optimization approaches [23] that operate with a probabilistic functional model on both the dataset meta-features and ML hyper-parameters [3, 16, 10]. Feurer et al. [16], on the other hand, used meta-features of datasets to construct a distance metric, and to sort hyper-parameters that are known to work for similar datasets according to their distances to the current dataset. The best k hyper-parameters are then used to initialize a vanilla BO algorithm. If the function meta-features are not given, one can estimate the meta-features, such as the mean and variance of all observations, using Monte Carlo methods [52], maximum likelihood estimates [57] or maximum a posteriori estimates [43, 42].

As an alternative to using meta-features of functions, one can construct a kernel between functions. For functions that are represented by GPs, Malkomes et al. [36] studied a “kernel kernel”, a kernel for kernels, such that one can use BO with a “kernel kernel” to select which kernel to use to model or
optimize an objective function \[^{[55]}\] in a Bayesian way. However, \[^{[36]}\] requires an initial set of kernels to select from. Instead, Golovin et al. \[^{[18]}\] introduced a setting where the functions come in sequence and the posterior of the former function becomes the prior of the current function. Removing the assumption that functions come sequentially, Feurer et al. \[^{[15]}\] proposed a method to learn an additive ensemble of GPs that are known to fit all of those past “training functions”.

Theoretically, it has been shown that meta BO methods that use information from similar functions may result in an improvement for the cumulative regret bound \[^{[23,47]}\] or the simple regret bound \[^{[42]}\] with the assumptions that the GP priors are given. If the form of the GP kernel is given and the prior mean function is 0 but the kernel hyper-parameters are unknown, it is possible to obtain a regret bound given a range of these hyper-parameters \[^{[54]}\]. In this paper, we prove a regret bound for meta BO where the GP prior is unknown; this means, neither the range of GP hyper-parameters nor the form of the kernel or mean function is given.

A more ambitious approach to solving meta BO is to train an end-to-end system, such as a recurrent neural network \[^{[21]}\], that takes the history of observations as an input and outputs the next point to evaluate \[^{[8]}\]. Though it has been demonstrated that the method in \[^{[8]}\] can learn to trade-off exploration and exploitation for a short horizon, it is unclear how many “training instances”, in the form of observations of BO performed on similar functions, are necessary to learn the optimization strategies for any given horizon of optimization. In this paper, we show both theoretically and empirically how the number of “training instances” in our method affects the performance of BO.

Our methods are most similar to the BOX algorithm \[^{[27]}\], which uses evaluations of previous functions to make point estimates of a mean and covariance matrix on the values over a discrete domain. Our methods for the discrete setting (described in Sec. \[^{[4.1]}\]) directly improve on BOX by choosing the exploration parameters in GP-UCB more effectively. This general strategy is extended to the continuous-domain setting in Sec. \[^{[4.2]}\] in which we extend a method for learning the GP prior \[^{[41]}\] and the learned prior in GP-UCB and PI.

**Learning how to learn**, or “meta learning”, has a long history in machine learning \[^{[46]}\]. It was argued that learning how to learn is “learning the prior” \[^{[4]}\] with “point sets” \[^{[57]}\], a set of iid sets of potentially non-iid points. We follow this simple intuition and present a meta BO approach that learns its GP prior from the data collected on functions that are assumed to have been drawn from the same prior distribution.

**Empirical Bayes** \[^{[45,26]}\] is a standard methodology for estimating unknown parameters of a Bayesian model. Our approach is a variant of empirical Bayes. We can view our computations as the construction of a sequence of estimators for a Bayesian model. The key difference from traditional empirical Bayes methods is that we are able to prove a regret bound for a BO method that uses estimated parameters to construct priors and posteriors. In particular, we use frequentist concentration bounds to analyze Bayesian procedures, which is one way to certify empirical Bayes in statistics \[^{[49,13]}\].

### 3 Problem formulation and notations

Unlike the standard BO setting, we do not assume knowledge of the mean or covariance in the GP prior, but we do assume the availability of a dataset of iid sets of potentially non-iid observations on functions sampled from the same GP prior. Then, given a new, unknown function sampled from that same distribution, we would like to find its maximizer.

More formally, we assume there exists a distribution \(GP(\mu, k)\), and both the mean \(\mu : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}\) and the kernel \(k : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}\) are unknown. Nevertheless, we are given a dataset \(\hat{D}_N = \{(\hat{x}_{ij}, \hat{y}_{ij})\}_{j=1}^M_{i=1}\), where \(\hat{y}_{ij}\) is drawn independently from \(\mathcal{N}(f_i(\hat{x}_{ij}), \sigma^2)\) and \(f_i : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}\) is drawn independently from \(GP(\mu, k)\). The noise level \(\sigma\) is unknown as well. We will specify inputs \(\hat{x}_{ij}\) in Sec. \[^{[4.1]}\] and Sec. \[^{[4.2]}\].

Given a new function \(f\) sampled from \(GP(\mu, k)\), our goal is to maximize it by sequentially querying the function and constructing \(D_T = \{(x_t, y_t)\}_{t=1}^T, y_t \sim \mathcal{N}(f(x_t), \sigma^2)\). We study two evaluation criteria: (1) the best-sample simple regret \(r_T = \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x) - \max_{x \in \mathcal{T}} f(x)\) which indicates the value of the best query in hindsight, and (2) the simple regret, \(R_T = \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x) - f(\hat{x}_T)\) which measures how good the inferred maximizer \(\hat{x}_T\) is.
We first study the simplest case, where the function domain
where $\mathcal{N}(u, V)$ to denote a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean $u$ and variance $V$ and use $\mathcal{W}(V, n)$ to denote a Wishart distribution with $n$ degrees of freedom and scale matrix $V$. We also use $[n]$ to denote $\{1, \ldots, n\}, \forall n \in \mathbb{Z}^+$. We overload function notation for evaluations on vectors $x = [x_i]_{i=1}^n, x' = [x'_j]_{j=1}^n$ by denoting the output column vector as $\mu(x) = [\mu(x_i)]_{i=1}^n$, and the output matrix as $k(x, x') = [k(x_i, x'_j)]_{i,j=1}^n$, and we overload the kernel function $k(x) = k(x, x)$.

4 Meta BO and its theoretical guarantees

Instead of hand-crafting the mean $\mu$ and kernel $k$, we estimate them using the training dataset $\bar{D}_N$. Our approach is fairly straightforward: in the offline phase, the training dataset $\bar{D}_N$ is collected and we obtain estimates of the mean function $\hat{\mu}$ and kernel $\hat{k}$; in the online phase, we treat $\mathcal{GP}(\hat{\mu}, \hat{k})$ as the Bayesian "prior" to do Bayesian optimization. We illustrate the two phases in Fig. [1]. In Alg. [1] we depict our algorithm, assuming the dataset $\bar{D}_N$ has been collected. We use estimate($\bar{D}_N$) to denote the "prior" estimation and infer($D_t; \hat{\mu}, \hat{k}$) the "posterior" inference, both of which we will introduce in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2. For acquisition functions, we consider special cases of probability of improvement (PI) \[53, 29\] and upper confidence bound (GP-UCB) \[51, 2\]:

$$\alpha_{\text{PI}}^{t-1}(x) = \frac{\hat{\mu}_{t-1}(x) - \hat{f}^*}{\hat{k}_{t-1}(x)^{1 \over 2}},$$

$$\alpha_{\text{GP-UCB}}^{t-1}(x) = \hat{\mu}_{t-1}(x) + \zeta_t \hat{k}_{t-1}(x)^{1 \over 2}.$$  

Here, PI assumes additional information in the form of the upper bound on function value $\hat{f}^* \geq \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x)$. For GP-UCB, we set its hyperparameter $\zeta_t$ to be

$$\zeta_t = \left( \frac{6(N - 3 + t + 2\sqrt{t \log {\delta \over 3} + 2\log \delta}}{\delta N(N - t - 1)} \right)^{1 \over 2} + (2\log(3))^{1 \over 2},$$

where $N$ is the size of the dataset $\bar{D}_N$ and $\delta \in (0, 1)$. With probability $1 - \delta$, the regret bound in Thm. 2 or Thm. 4 holds with these special cases of GP-UCB and PI. Under two different settings of the search space $\mathcal{X}$, finite $\mathcal{X}$ and compact $\mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^d$, we show how our algorithm works in detail and why it works via regret analyses on the best-sample simple regret. Finally in Sec. 4.3 we show how the simple regret can be bounded. The proofs of the analyses can be found in the appendix.

4.1 $\mathcal{X}$ is a finite set

We first study the simplest case, where the function domain $\mathcal{X} = [\bar{x}_j]_{j=1}^M$ is a finite set with cardinality $|\mathcal{X}| = M \in \mathbb{Z}^+$. For convenience, we treat this set as an ordered vector of items indexed by $j \in [M]$. We collect the training dataset $\bar{D}_N = \{(\bar{x}_j, \bar{y}_{ij})\}_{j=1}^M \}_{i=1}^N$, where $\bar{y}_{ij}$ are independently drawn from $\mathcal{N}(f_i(\bar{x}_j), \sigma^2), f_i$ are drawn independently from $\mathcal{GP}(\mu, k)$ and $\delta_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}$. Because the training data can be collected offline by querying the functions $\{f_i\}_{i=1}^N$ in parallel, it is not unreasonable to assume that such a dataset $\bar{D}_N$ is available. If $\delta_{ij} = 0$, it means the $(i, j)$-th entry of the dataset $\bar{D}_N$ is missing, perhaps as a result of a failed experiment.

\[2\]Alternatively, an upper bound $\hat{f}^*$ can be estimated adaptively \[53\]. Note that here we are maximizing the PI acquisition function and hence $\alpha_{\text{PI}}^{t-1}(x)$ is a negative version of what was defined in \[53\].
**Estimating GP parameters** If \( \delta_{ij} < 1 \), we have missing entries in the observation matrix 
\[
Y = [\delta_{ij}]_{i \in [N], j \in [M]} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times M}.
\]
Under additional assumptions specified in \cite{7}, including that \( \text{rank}(Y) = r \) and the total number of valid observations 
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \delta_{ij} \geq O(rN^{5/2} \log N),
\]
we can use matrix completion \cite{7} to fully recover the matrix \( Y \) with high probability. In the following, we proceed by considering completed observations only.

Let the completed observation matrix be \( Y = [\bar{y}_{ij}]_{i \in [N], j \in [M]} \). We use an unbiased sample mean and covariance estimator for \( \mu \) and \( k \); that is, \( \bar{\mu}(X) = \frac{1}{N} Y^T 1_N \) and \( \bar{k}(X) = \frac{1}{N-1} (Y - 1_N \bar{\mu}(X))^T (Y - 1_N \bar{\mu}(X))^T \), where \( 1_N \) is an \( N \) by 1 vector of ones. It is well known that \( \bar{\mu} \) and \( \bar{k} \) are independent and \( \bar{\mu}(X) \sim N(\mu(X), \frac{1}{N}(k(X) + \sigma^2 I)), \bar{k}(X) \sim W(\frac{1}{N-1}(k(X) + \sigma^2 I), N - 1) \).

**Constructing estimators of the posterior** Given noisy observations \( D_t = \{ (x_r, y_{r,t}) \}_{t=1}^{T} \), we can do Bayesian posterior inference to obtain \( f \sim \text{GP}(\mu_t, k_t) \). By the GP assumption, we get
\[
\mu_t(x) = \mu(x) + k(x, x_t)(k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(y_{t} - \mu(x_t)), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X} \tag{1}
\]
\[
k_t(x, x') = k(x, x') - k(x, x_t)(k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}k(x_t, x'), \quad \forall x, x' \in \mathcal{X}, \tag{2}
\]
where \( y_{t} = [y_{r,t}]_{r=1}^{T}, x_t = [x_r]_{r=1}^{T} \). The problem is that neither the posterior mean \( \mu_t \) nor the covariance \( k_t \) are computable because the Bayesian prior mean \( \mu \), the kernel \( k \) and the noise parameter \( \sigma \) are all unknown. How to estimate \( \mu_t \) and \( k_t \) without knowing those prior parameters?

We introduce the following unbiased estimators for the posterior mean and covariance,
\[
\hat{\mu}_t(x) = \mu_t(x) + \bar{k}(x, x_t)\bar{k}(x_t, x_t)^{-1}(y_{t} - \mu(x_t)), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}, \tag{3}
\]
\[
\hat{k}_t(x, x') = \frac{N - 1}{N - t - 1} \left( \bar{k}(x, x') - \bar{k}(x, x_t)\bar{k}(x_t, x_t)^{-1}\bar{k}(x_t, x') \right), \quad \forall x, x' \in \mathcal{X}. \tag{4}
\]
Notice that unlike Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), our estimators \( \hat{\mu}_t \) and \( \hat{k}_t \) do not depend on any unknown values or an additional estimate of the noise parameter \( \sigma \). In Lemma \cite{1} we show that our estimators are indeed unbiased and we derive their concentration bounds.

**Lemma 1.** Pick probability \( \delta \in (0, 1) \). For any nonnegative integer \( t < T \), conditioned on the observations \( D_t \), the estimators in Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) satisfy \( \mathbb{E}[^{\hat{\mu}_t}(X)] = \mu_t(X), \mathbb{E}[^{\hat{k}_t}(X)] = k_t(X) + \sigma^2 I \). Moreover, if the size of the training dataset satisfies \( N \geq T + 2 \), then for any input \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), both
\[
|\hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x)|^2 < a_t(k_t(x) + \sigma^2) \quad \text{and} \quad 1 - 2\sqrt{\frac{b_t}{k_t(x)}} < \hat{k}_t(x)/(k_t(x) + \sigma^2) < 1 + 2\sqrt{b_t} + 2b_t
\]
hold, where \( a_t = \frac{4(N-2+t+2\sqrt{\log(4/\delta)}+2\log(4/\delta))}{\delta N(N-t-2)} \) and \( b_t = \frac{1}{N-t-1} \log \frac{4}{\delta} \).

**Regret bounds** We show a near-zero upper bound on the best-sample simple regret of meta BO with GP-UCB and PI that uses specific parameter settings in Theorem \cite{2}. In particular, for both GP-UCB and PI, the regret bound converges to a residual whose scale depends on the noise level \( \sigma \) in the observations.

**Theorem 2.** Assume there exists constant \( c \geq \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} k(x) \) and a training dataset is available whose size is \( N \geq 4 \log \frac{6}{\delta} + T + 2 \). Then, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), the best-sample simple
regret in $T$ iterations of meta BO with special cases of either GP-UCB or PI satisfies

$$r_{T}^{UCB} < \eta_{T}^{UCB}(N)\lambda, \quad r_{T}^{PI}(N)\lambda, \quad \lambda_{T}^{2} = O(\rho_{T}/T) + \sigma^{2},$$

where $\eta_{T}^{UCB}(N) = (m + C_{1})(\sqrt{\frac{4m}{m} + 1} + 1), \eta_{T}^{PI}(N) = (m + C_{2})(\sqrt{\frac{4m}{m} + 1} + 1) + C_{3}, \ m = O(\sqrt{\frac{1}{N-T}}), \ C_{1}, C_{2}, C_{3} > 0$ are constants, and $\rho_{T} = \max_{A \in [N]} \frac{1}{2} \log \left[I + \sigma^{-2}k(A)\right]$.

This bound reflects how training instances $N$ and BO iterations $T$ affect the best-sample simple regret. The coefficients $\eta_{T}^{UCB}$ and $\eta_{T}^{PI}$ both converge to constants (more details in the appendix), with components converging at rate $O(1/(N - T)^{2})$. The convergence of the shared term $\lambda_{T}$ depends on $\rho_{T}$, the maximum information gain between function $f$ and up to $T$ observations $y_{T}$. If, for example, each input has dimension $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ and $k(x,x') = x^{T}x'$, then $\rho_{T} = O(d \log(T))$ in which case $\lambda_{T}$ converges to the observational noise level $\sigma$ at rate $O(\sqrt{d \log(T)/T})$. Together, the bounds indicate that the best-sample simple regret of both our settings of GP-UCB and PI decreases to a constant proportional to noise level $\sigma$.

### 4.2 $\mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$ is compact

For compact $\mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$, we consider the primal form of GPs. We further assume that there exist basis functions $\Phi = [\phi_{k}]_{k=1}^{K} : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}^{K}$, mean parameter $u \in \mathbb{R}^{K}$ and covariance parameter $\Sigma \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K}$ such that $\mu(x) = \Phi(x)^{T}u$ and $k(x,x') = \Phi(x)^{T}\Sigma \Phi(x')$. Notice that $\Phi(x) \in \mathbb{R}^{K}$ is a column vector and $\Phi(x_{t}) \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times d}$ for any $x_{t} = [x_{t}]_{t=1}^{d}$. This means, for any input $x \in \mathcal{X}$, the observation satisfies $y \sim N(f(x), \sigma^{2})$, where $f = \Phi(x)^{T}W \sim GP(\mu, \Sigma)$.

In the following analyses, we assume the basis functions $\Phi$ are given.

We assume that a training dataset $D_{N} = \{(\tilde{x}_{j}, \tilde{y}_{j})\}_{j=1}^{N}$ is given, where $\tilde{x}_{j} \in \mathcal{X} \subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$, $\tilde{y}_{j}$ is independently drawn from $N(f_{j}(\tilde{x}_{j}), \sigma^{2})$, $f_{j}$ are drawn independently from $GP(\mu, \Sigma)$ and $M \geq K$.

**Estimating GP parameters** Because the basis functions $\Phi$ are given, learning the mean function $\mu$ and the kernel $\Sigma$ in the GP equivalent to learning the mean parameter $u$ and the covariance parameter $\Sigma$ that parameterize distribution of the linear operator $W$. Notice that $\forall i \in [N]$, $\tilde{y}_{i} = \Phi(\tilde{x})^{T}W_{i} + \tilde{e}_{i} \sim N(\Phi(\tilde{x})^{T}u, \Phi(\tilde{x})^{T}\Sigma \Phi(\tilde{x}) + \sigma^{2}I)$, where $\tilde{y}_{i} = [\tilde{y}_{1}]_{i=1}^{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{M}$, $\tilde{x} = [\tilde{x}_{j}]_{j=1}^{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times d}$ and $\tilde{e}_{i} = [\tilde{e}_{j}]_{j=1}^{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{M}$. If the matrix $\Phi(\tilde{x}) \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M}$ has linearly independent rows, one unbiased estimator of $W_{i}$ is

$$\hat{W}_{i} = (\Phi(\tilde{x})^{T})^{+} \tilde{y}_{i} = (\Phi(\tilde{x})\Phi(\tilde{x})^{T})^{-1}\Phi(\tilde{x})\tilde{y}_{i} \sim N(u, \Sigma + \sigma^{2}(\Phi(\tilde{x})\Phi(\tilde{x})^{T})^{-1}).$$

Let $W = [\hat{W}_{1}]_{i=1}^{N} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times K}$. We use the estimator $\hat{u} = \frac{1}{N}WW^{T}1_{N}$ and $\hat{\Sigma} = \frac{1}{N-1}(W - 1_{N}\hat{u})^{T}(W - 1_{N}\hat{u})$ to estimate the Gaussian parameters. Again, $\hat{u}$ and $\hat{\Sigma}$ are independent and $\hat{u} \sim N(\frac{1}{N}(\Sigma + \sigma^{2}(\Phi(\tilde{x})\Phi(\tilde{x})^{T})^{-1}), \frac{1}{N-1} \Sigma)$.

**Constructing estimators of the posterior** We assume the total number of evaluations $T < K$. Given noisy observations $D_{T} = \{(x_{t}, y_{t})\}_{t=1}^{T}$, we have $\mu_{t}(x) = \Phi(x)^{T}u_{t}$ and $k_{t}(x,x') = \Phi(x)^{T(\Sigma_{t}\Phi(x')}$, where the posterior of $W \sim N(u_{t}, \Sigma_{t})$ satisfies

$$u_{t} = u + \Sigma\Phi(x_{t})\Phi(x_{t})^{T}\Sigma\Phi(x_{t}) + \sigma^{2}I^{-1}(y_{t} - \Phi(x_{t})^{T}u), \quad \Sigma_{t} = \Sigma - \Sigma\Phi(x_{t})\Phi(x_{t})^{T}\Sigma\Phi(x_{t}) + \sigma^{2}I^{-1}\Phi(x_{t})^{T}\Sigma. \quad (5)$$

Similar to the strategy used in Sec. 4.1, we construct an estimator for the posterior of $W$ to be

$$\hat{u}_{t} = \hat{u} + \hat{\Sigma}\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{T}\hat{\Sigma}\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{-1}(y_{t} - \hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{T}u), \quad \hat{\Sigma}_{t} = \frac{N - 1}{N - t - 1} \left(\hat{\Sigma} - \hat{\Sigma}\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{T}\hat{\Sigma}\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{-1}\hat{\Phi}(x_{t})^{T}\hat{\Sigma}\right). \quad (6)$$

We can compute the conditional mean and variance of the observation on $x \in \mathcal{X}$ to be $\hat{\mu}_{t}(x) = \Phi(x)^{T}\hat{u}_{t}$ and $\hat{k}_{t}(x) = \Phi(x)^{T}\hat{\Sigma}_{t}\Phi(x)$. For convenience of notation, we define $\hat{\sigma}^{2}(x) = \sigma^{2}(\Phi(x)^{T}(\Phi(x)\Phi(x)^{T})^{-1})$. For $\forall i \in [N]$.
Lemma 3. Pick probability δ ∈ (0, 1). Assume Φ(𝐱) has full row rank. For any nonnegative integer t < T, T ≤ K, conditioned on the observations DT = \{(x_t, y_t)\}_{t=1}^T, E[μ_t(x)] = μ_t(x), E[κ_t(x)] = k_t(x) + σ^2(x). Moreover, if the size of the training dataset satisfies N ≥ T + 2, then for any input x ∈ X, with probability at least 1 − δ, both

\[ |μ_t(x) − μ_t(x)|^2 < a_t(k_t(x) + σ^2(x)) \text{ and } 1 − 2\sqrt{b_t} < k_t(x)/k_t(x) + σ^2(x) < 1 + 2\sqrt{b_t} + 2b_t \]

hold, where

\[ a_t = \frac{4(N−2+t+2\sqrt{T}\log(4/δ)+2\log(4/δ))}{\delta(N−t−2)} \quad \text{and} \quad b_t = \frac{1}{N−t−1} \log \frac{4}{δ}. \]

Regret bounds Similar to the finite X case, we can also show a near-zero regret bound for compact X ∈ ℝ^d. The following theorem clarifies our results. The convergence rates are the same as Thm. 2 and σ^2(·) is proportional to σ^2.

Theorem 4. Assume all the assumptions in Thm. 2 and that Φ(𝐱) has full row rank. With probability at least 1 − δ, the best-sample simple regret in T iterations of meta BO with either GP-UCB or PI satisfies

\[ r^\text{UBF}_T < \eta^\text{UBF}(N)\lambda_T, \quad r^\text{PI}_T < \eta^\text{PI}(N)\lambda_T, \quad \lambda_T = O(\rho_T/T) + \sigma(x)^2, \]

where η^\text{UBF}(N) = (m+C_1)(\sqrt{1+m}+1), η^\text{PI}(N) = (m+C_2)(\sqrt{1+m}+1)+C_3, m = O(\sqrt{1/N-1}). C_1, C_2, C_3 > 0 are constants, τ = \arg \max_{x \in \mathbb{X}} k_{t−1}(x) and \rho_T = \max_{A ∈ \mathbb{X}, |A|=T} \frac{1}{T} \log |I+σ^2k(A)|.

4.3 Bounding the simple regret by the best-sample simple regret

Once we have the observations DT = \{(x_t, y_t)\}_{t=1}^T, we can infer where the \arg \max of the function is. For all the cases in which X is discrete or compact and the acquisition function is GP-UCB or PI, we choose the inferred \arg \max to be \hat{x}_T = x_t where τ = \arg \max_{x \in \mathbb{X}} y_t. We show in Lemma 5 that with high probability, the difference between the simple regret \hat{R}_T and the best-sample simple regret r_T is proportional to the observation noise σ.

Lemma 5. With probability at least 1 − δ, \hat{R}_T ≤ r_T + 2(2\log \frac{1}{T})^2 σ.

Together with the bounds on the best-sample simple regret from Thm. 2 and Thm. 4, our result shows that, with high probability, the simple regret decreases to a constant proportional to the noise level σ as the number of iterations and training functions increases.

5 Experiments

We evaluate our algorithm in four different black-box function optimization problems, involving discrete or continuous function domains. One problem is optimizing a synthetic function in ℝ^2, and the rest are optimizing decision variables in robotic task and motion planning problems that were used in [27].

At a high level, our task and motion planning benchmarks involve computing kinematically feasible collision-free motions for picking and placing objects in a scene cluttered with obstacles. This problem has a similar setup to experimental design: the robot can “experiment” by assigning values to decision variables including grasps, base poses, and object placements until it finds a feasible plan. Given the assigned values for these variables, the robot program makes

\[ \text{Figure 2: Two instances of a picking problem. A problem instance is defined by the arrangement and number of obstacles, which vary randomly across different instances. The objective is to select a grasp that can pick the blue box, marked with a circle, without violating kinematic and collision constraints. [27].} \]

\[ \text{Our code is available at https://github.com/beomjoonkim/MetaLearnBO} \]
We compare our approach, called point estimate meta Bayesian optimization (PEM-BO), to three baseline methods. The first is a plain Bayesian optimization method that uses a kernel function to represent the covariance matrix, which we call Plain. Plain optimizes its GP hyperparameters by maximizing the data likelihood. The second is a transfer learning sequential model-based optimization (TLSM-BO) method, that, like PEM-BO, uses past function evaluations, but assumes that functions sampled from the same GP have similar response surface values. We call this method TLSM-BO. The third is random selection, which we call Random. We present the results on the UCB acquisition function in the paper and results on the PI acquisition function are available in the appendix.

In all domains, we use the \( \zeta_i \) value as specified in Sec. 4. For continuous domains, we use \( \Phi(x) = [\cos(x^T \beta^{(i)} + \beta_0^{(i)})]_{i=1}^K \) as our basis functions. In order to train the weights \( W_i, \beta^{(i)}, \) and \( \beta_0^{(i)} \), we represent the function \( \Phi(x)^T W_i \) with a 1-hidden-layer neural network with cosine activation function and a linear output layer with function-specific weights \( W_i \). We then train this network on the entire dataset \( D_N \). Then, fixing \( \Phi(x) \), for each set of pairs \( \{y_i, \hat{x}_i\}, i = \{1 \cdots N\} \), we analytically solve the linear regression problem \( y_i \approx \Phi(x_i)^T W_i \) as described in Sec. 4.2.

Optimizing a continuous synthetic function In this problem, the objective is to optimize a black-box function sampled from a GP, whose domain is \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), given a set of evaluations of different functions from the same GP. Specifically, we consider a GP with a squared exponential kernel function. The purpose of this problem is to show that PEM-BO, which estimates mean and covariance matrix based on \( D_N \), would perform similarly to BO methods that start with an appropriate prior. We have training data from \( N = 100 \) functions with \( M = 1000 \) sample points each.

---

4We use Rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) with predefined random seed, but other choices are possible.
Figure 3(a) shows the learning curve, when we have different portions of data. The x-axis represents the percentage of the dataset used to train the basis functions, $u$, and $W$ from the training dataset, and the y-axis represents the best function value found after 10 evaluations on a new function. We can see that even with just ten percent of the training data points, PEM-BO performs just as well as Plain, which uses the appropriate kernel for this particular problem. Compared to PEM-BO, which can efficiently use all of the dataset, we had to limit the number of training data points for TLSM-BO to 1000, because even performing inference requires $O(NM)$ time. This leads to its noticeably worse performance than Plain and PEM-BO.

Figure 3(d) shows the how $\max_{t\in[1,T]} y_t$ evolves, where $T \in [1, 100]$. As we can see, PEM-BO using the UCB acquisition function performs similarly to Plain with the same acquisition function. TLSM-BO again suffers because we had to limit the number of training data points.

**Optimizing a grasp** In the robot-planning problem shown in Figure 2, the robot has to choose a grasp for picking the target object in a cluttered scene. A planning problem instance is defined by the poses of obstacles and the target objects, which changes the feasibility of a grasp across different instances.

The reward function is the negative of the length of the picking motion if the motion is feasible, and $-k \in \mathbb{R}$ otherwise, where $-k$ is a suitably lower number than the lengths of possible trajectories. We construct the discrete set of grasps by using grasps that worked in the past planning problem instances. The original space of grasps is $\mathbb{R}^{58}$, which describes position, direction, roll, and depth of a robot gripper with respect to the object, as used in [10]. For both Plain and TLSM-BO, we use squared exponential kernel function on this original grasp space to represent the covariance matrix. We note that this is a poor choice of kernel, because the grasp space includes angles, making it a non-vector space. These methods also choose a grasp from the discrete set. We train on dataset with $N = 1800$ previous problems, and let $M = 162$.

Figure 3(b) shows the learning curve with $T=5$. The x-axis is the percentage of the dataset used for training, ranging from one percent to ten percent. Initially, when we just use one percent of the training data points, PEM-BO performs as poorly as TLSM-BO, which again, had only 1000 training data points. However, PEM-BO outperforms both TLSM-BO and Plain after that. The main reason that PEM-BO outperforms these approaches is because their prior, which is defined by the squared exponential kernel, is not suitable for this problem. PEM-BO, on the other hand, was able to avoid this problem by estimating a distribution over values at the discrete sample points that commits only to their joint normality, but not to any metric on the underlying space. These trends are also shown in Figure 3(e), where we plot $\max_{t\in[1,T]} y_t$ for $T \in [1, 100]$. PEM-BO outperforms the baselines significantly.

**Optimizing a grasp, base pose, and placement** We now consider a more difficult task that involves both picking and placing objects in a cluttered scene. A planning problem instance is defined by the poses of obstacles and the poses and shapes of the target object to be pick and placed. The reward function is again the negative of the length of the picking motion if the motion is feasible, and $-k \in \mathbb{R}$ otherwise. For both Plain and TLSM-BO, we use three different squared exponential kernels on the original spaces of grasp, base pose, and object placement pose respectively and then add them together to define the kernel for the whole set. For this domain, $N = 1500$, and $M = 1000$.

Figure 3(c) shows the learning curve, when $T=5$. The x-axis is the percentage of the dataset used for training, ranging from one percent to ten percent. Initially, when we just use one percent of the training data points, PEM-BO does not perform well. Similar to the previous domain, it then significantly outperforms both TLSM-BO and Plain after increasing the training data. This is also reflected in Figure 3(f), where we plot $\max_{t\in[1,T]} y_t$ for $T \in [1, 100]$. PEM-BO outperforms baselines. Notice that Plain and TLSM-BO perform worse than Random, as a result of making inappropriate assumptions on the form of the kernel.

6 Conclusion

We proposed a new framework for meta BO that estimates its Gaussian process prior based on past experience with functions sampled from the same prior. We established regret bounds for our approach without the reliance on a known prior and showed its good performance on task and motion planning benchmark problems.
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A Discussions and conclusions

In this section, we discuss related topics to our approach. Both theoreticians and practitioners may find this section useful in terms of clarifying theoretical insights and precautions.

A.1 Connections and differences to empirical Bayes

In classic empirical Bayes \cite{45, 26}, we estimate the unknown parameters of the Bayesian model and usually use a point estimate to proceed any Bayesian computations. One very popular approach to estimate those unknown parameters is by maximizing the data likelihood. There also exist other variants of empirical Bayes; for example, oracle Bayes, which “shows empirical Bayes in its most frequentist mode” \cite{13}.

In this paper, we use a variant of empirical Bayes that constructs estimators for both the prior distribution and the posterior distribution. For the estimators of the posterior, we do not use a plug-in estimate like classic empirical Bayes but we construct them through Lemma. \cite{11} which establishes the unbiasedness and concentration bounds for those estimates.

A.2 Connections and differences to hierarchical Bayes

Hierarchical Bayes is a Bayesian hierarchical model that places priors on priors. For both of our finite $X$ case and continuous and compact $X \in \mathbb{R}^d$ case, we can write down a hierarchical Bayes model that puts a normal inverse Wishart prior on $\mu(X), k(X)$ or $u, \Sigma$.

Our approach can be viewed as a special case of the hierarchical Bayes model using point estimates to approximate the posterior. Neither our estimators nor our regret analyses depend on the prior parameters of those hierarchical Bayes models. But one may analyze the regret of BO with a better approximation from a full Bayesian perspective using hierarchical Bayes.

A.3 Future directions

Due to the limited space, we only give the formulation of meta BO in its simple and basic settings. Our setting restricts the evaluated inputs in the training data to follow certain norms, such as where they are and how many they are, but one may certainly extend our analyses to less restrictive scenarios.

**Missing entries** We did not consider any bounds in matrix completion \cite{7} in our regret analyses, and proceeded with the assumption that there is no missing entry in the training data. But if missing data is a concern, one should definitely consider adapting bounds from \cite{7} or use better estimators \cite{34} that take into account missing entries when bounding the estimates.

A.4 Broader impact

We developed a statistically sound approach for meta BO with an unknown Gaussian process prior. We verified our approach on simulated task and motion planning problems. We showed that our approach is able to guide task and motion planning with good action recommendations, such that the resulting plans are better and faster to compute. We believe the theoretical guarantees may support better explanations for more practical BO approaches. In particular, our method can serve as a building block of artificial intelligence systems, and our analyses can be combined with the theoretical guarantees of other parts of the system to analyze an integrated system.

A.5 Caveats

We did not expand the experiment sections to include applications other than task and motion planning in simulation. But there are many more scenarios that this meta BO approach will be useful. For example, our finite $X$ formulation can be used to adaptively recommend advertisements, movies or songs to Internet users, by learning a mean and kernel for those discrete items.

**Optimization objectives** Like other bandit algorithms, our approach only treats objective functions or any metrics to be optimized as *given*. Practitioners need to be very careful about what exactly they are optimizing with our approach or other optimization algorithms. For example, maximizing number
of advertisement clicks or corporation profits may not be a good metric in recommendation systems; maximizing a poorly designed reward function for robotic systems may result in unexpected hazards.

**Guarantees with assumptions** In real-world applications, practitioners need to be extra cautious with our algorithm. We provided detailed assumptions and analyses, that are only based those assumptions, in Section 3 and Section 4. Outside those assumptions, we do not claim that our analyses will hold in any way. For example, in robotics applications, it may not be true that the underlying reward/cost functions are actually sampled from a GP, in which case using our method may harm the physical robot; even if those objective functions are in fact from a GP, because our regret bounds only hold with high probability, meta BO may still give dangerous actions with certain probabilities (as in frequency).

In addition, please notice that we did not provide any theoretical guarantees for using basis functions trained with neural networks. We assume those basis functions are given, which is usually not the case in practice. To the best of our knowledge, proving bounds for neural networks is very hard [25].

### B Proofs for Section 4.1

Recall that we assume \( \mathcal{X} \) is a finite set. The posterior given observations \( D_t \) is \( \text{GP}(\mu_t, k_t) \) where

\[
\mu_t(x) = \mu(x) + k(x, x_t)(k(x_t, x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(y_t - \mu(x_t)), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X}
\]

\[
k_t(x, x') = k(x, x') - k(x, x_t)(k(x_t, x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}k(x_t, x'), \quad \forall x, x' \in \mathcal{X}.
\]

We use the following estimators to approximate \( \mu_t, k_t \):

\[
\hat{\mu}_t(x) = \hat{\mu}(x) + \hat{k}(x, x_t)\hat{k}(x_t, x_t)^{-1}(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t)), \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{X},
\]

\[
\hat{k}(x, x') = N - \frac{1}{N - t - 1}(\hat{k}(x, x') - \hat{k}(x, x_t)\hat{k}(x_t, x_t)^{-1}\hat{k}(x_t, x')), \quad \forall x, x' \in \mathcal{X}.
\]

We will prove a bound on the best-sample simple regret \( \tau_T = \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x) - \max_{t \in [T]} f(x_t) \). The evaluated inputs \( x_t = [x_t]_T \) are selected either by a special case of GP-UCB using the acquisition function

\[
\alpha_{t-1}^{\text{GP-UCB}}(x) = \hat{\mu}_{t-1}(x) + \zeta_{t-1}(x)^{\frac{1}{2}},
\]

\[
\zeta_{t} = \left(6(N - 3 + t + 2 \sqrt{t} \log \frac{N}{\delta} + 2 \log \frac{N}{\delta})/(\delta N(N - t - 1))\right)^{\frac{1}{2}} + (2 \log(\frac{\pi e}{\delta}))^{\frac{1}{2}}, \quad \delta \in (0, 1)
\]

or by a special case of PI using the acquisition function

\[
\alpha_{t-1}^{\text{PI}}(x) = \frac{\hat{\mu}_{t-1}(x) - \hat{f}^{*}}{\hat{k}_{t-1}(x)^{\frac{1}{2}}}.
\]

This special case of PI assumes additional information of the upper bound on function value \( \hat{f}^{*} \geq \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x) \).

**Corollary 6 ([51]).** Let \( \delta_0 \in (0, 1) \). For any Gaussian variable \( x \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \sigma^2), x \in \mathbb{R} \),

\[
\Pr[x - \mu \leq -\zeta_0 \sigma] \geq 1 - \delta_0, \quad \Pr[x - \mu \geq -\zeta_0 \sigma] \geq 1 - \delta_0
\]

where \( \zeta_0 = (2 \log(\frac{1}{2\delta_0})))^{\frac{1}{2}} \).

**Proof.** Let \( z = \frac{\mu - x}{\sigma} \sim \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \). We have

\[
\Pr[z > \zeta_0] = \int_{\zeta_0}^{+\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-z^2/2} dz = \frac{1}{2} e^{-\zeta_0^2/2} - \int_{\zeta_0}^{+\infty} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-(z-\zeta_0)^2/2} dz = \frac{1}{2} e^{-\zeta_0^2/2}.
\]
Similarly, $\Pr[z < -\zeta_0] \leq \frac{1}{2} e^{-\zeta_0^2/2}$. We reach the conclusion by rearranging the constants. \hfill \Box

**Lemma 7.** Assume $X_1, \ldots, X_n \in \mathbb{R}^m$ are sampled i.i.d. from $\mathcal{N}(u, V)$. Suppose we estimate the sample mean to be $\hat{u} = \frac{1}{n} X^T 1_n$ and the sample covariance to be $\hat{V} = \frac{1}{n-1} (X - \hat{u} 1_n^T)(X - \hat{u} 1_n^T)^T$ where $X = [X_i]_{i=1}^n \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$. Then, $\hat{u}$ and $\hat{V}$ are independent, and

$$\hat{u} \sim \mathcal{N}(u, \frac{1}{n} V), \quad \hat{V} \sim W(\frac{1}{n-1} V, n-1).$$

Lemma 7 is a combination of Theorem 3.3.2 and Corollary 7.2.3 of [1]. Interested readers can find the proof of Lemma 7 in [1]. Corollary 8 directly follows Lemma 7.

**Corollary 8.** $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{k}$ are independent and

$$\hat{\mu}(\mathbf{x}) \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu(\mathbf{x}), \frac{1}{N} (k(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I})), \quad \hat{k}(\mathbf{x}) \sim W(\frac{1}{N-1} (k(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I}), N-1).$$

**Corollary 9.** For any $X \sim W(v, n), v \in \mathbb{R}$ and $b > 0$, we have

$$\Pr[\frac{X}{vn} \geq 1 + 2\sqrt{v} + 2b] \leq e^{-bn}, \quad \Pr[\frac{X}{vn} \leq 1 - 2\sqrt{v}] \leq e^{-bn}.$$

**Proof.** Let $X$ be a random variable such that $X \sim W(v, n)$. So $\frac{X}{v}^2$ is distributed according to a chi-squared distribution with $n$ degrees of freedom; namely, $\frac{X}{v}^2 \sim \chi^2(n)$. By Lemma 1 in [31], we have

$$\Pr[\frac{X}{v} - n \geq 2\sqrt{na} + 2a] \leq e^{-a}, \quad \Pr[\frac{X}{v} - n \leq -2\sqrt{na}] \leq e^{-a}.$$

As a result, if $a = bn$,

$$\Pr[\frac{X}{vn} \geq 1 + 2\sqrt{v} + 2b] \leq e^{-bn}, \quad \Pr[\frac{X}{vn} \leq 1 - 2\sqrt{v}] \leq e^{-bn}. \hfill \Box$$

**Lemma 10.** Let $X \in \mathbb{R}^d$ be a sample from $\mathcal{N}(w, V)$ and define $Z = (X - w)^T V^{-1} (X - w)$. Then, we have $Z \sim \chi^2(d)$. With probability at least $1 - \delta_0$, $Z < d + 2\sqrt{d \log \frac{1}{\delta_0}} + 2 \log \frac{1}{\delta_0}$.

**Proof.** By [48], $Z \sim \chi^2(d)$. The bound on $Z$ follows Lemma 1 in [31]. \hfill \Box

**Lemma 11.** Pick $\delta_1 \in (0, 1)$ and $\delta_2 \in (0, 1)$. For any fixed non-negative integer $t < T$, conditioned on the observations $D_t = \{(x_r, y_r)\}_{r=1}^t$, our estimators $\hat{\mu}_t$ and $\hat{k}_t$ satisfy

$$E[\hat{\mu}_t(\mathbf{x})] = \mu_t(\mathbf{x}), \quad E[\hat{k}_t(\mathbf{x})] = k_t(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I}.$$  

Suppose $N \geq T + 2$. Then, for any fixed inputs $x, z \in \mathcal{X}$,

$$\Pr[\hat{\mu}_t(x) < \mu_t(x) < \mu_t(z) + \tau_t \sqrt{(k_t(x) + \sigma^2)} \wedge \hat{\mu}_t(z) - \mu_t(z) > -\tau_t \sqrt{(k_t(z) + \sigma^2)}] \geq 1 - \delta_1, \quad (13)$$

$$\Pr[\hat{k}_t(x) + \sigma^2 < 1 + 2\sqrt{b_t} + 2b_t] \geq 1 - \delta_2, \quad \Pr[\hat{k}_t(z) + \sigma^2 > 1 - 2\sqrt{b_t}] \geq 1 - \delta_2. \quad (14)$$

where $\tau_t = \sqrt{\frac{2(N-2+t+2\sqrt{\log \frac{1}{\delta_2}} + 2 \log \frac{1}{\delta_2})}{d_1 t N(N-t-2)}}$ and $b_t = \frac{1}{N-t-1} \log \frac{1}{\delta_2}$.

**Proof.** By assumption, all rows of the observation $Y = [\bar{y}_{ij}]_{i \in |\mathcal{N}|, j \in |\mathcal{M}|}$ are sampled i.i.d. from $\mathcal{N}(\mu(\mathbf{x}), k(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I})$. By Corollary 8,

$$\hat{\mu}(\mathbf{x}) \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \frac{1}{N} (k(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I})), \quad \hat{k}(\mathbf{x}) \sim W(\frac{1}{N-1} (k(\mathbf{x}) + \sigma^2 \mathbf{I}), N-1).$$
We next prove the second half of the results for \( k(x, x') \) and variance \( \hat{k}(x, x') \). By independence between the index of \( X \), we have

\[
\hat{k}(x, x') \sim \mathcal{W}(\frac{1}{N-1}(k_t(x, x') + \sigma^2 \mathbb{I}_{x=x'}), N - t - 1).
\]

Hence, the estimate \( \hat{k}_t \) satisfy

\[
\hat{k}_t(x) \sim \mathcal{W}(\frac{1}{N - t - 1}(k_t(x) + \sigma^2), N - t - 1) \quad (15)
\]

Clearly, \( \mathbb{E}[\hat{k}_t(x)] = k_t(x) + \sigma^2 \). Now it is easy to show Eq. (14). By Corollary [9] for any fixed \( t \in [T] \cup 0 \) and \( x, \mathbb{V}_{\frac{1}{2}} \geq b_t > 0 \),

\[
\text{Pr} \left[ \frac{\hat{k}_t(x)}{\hat{k}_t(x) + \sigma^2} \geq 1 + 2\sqrt{b_t} \right] \leq e^{-b_t(N-t-1)},
\]

\[
\text{Pr} \left[ \frac{\hat{k}_t(x)}{\hat{k}_t(x) + \sigma^2} \leq 1 - 2\sqrt{b_t} \right] \leq e^{-b_t(N-t-1)}. \quad (16)
\]

where \( b_t = \frac{1}{N-t-1} \log \frac{1}{\delta_2} > 0 \) and \( \delta_2 \in (0, 1) \). Thus, we have shown Eq. (14).

We next prove the second half of the results for \( \hat{\mu}_t \) in Eq. (13). We use the shorthand \( S = \frac{1}{N-1}(k(X) + \sigma^2 I) \). By definition of the Wishart distributions in [12] (Definition 8.1), there exist random vectors \( X_1, \cdots, X_{N-1} \in \mathbb{R}^M \) sampled iid from \( \mathcal{N}(0, S), \forall i = 1, \cdots, N - 1 \), and \( k(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} X_i X_i^T \). We denote \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1) \times M} \) as a matrix whose \( i \)-th row is \( X_i \). Clearly, \( k(X) = X^T X \) and \( \hat{k}(X, x) = X^T \Theta, \forall a, b \subseteq [M] \). Let the indices of \( x_t \) in \( X \) be \( \Theta_t \subseteq [M] \) and the index of \( x \) in \( X \) be \( \theta \). We have \( x_t = X_{\Theta_t} \) and \( x = X_{\Theta} \).

Conditional on \( \hat{\mu}(x_t) \) and \( X, \Theta_t \), the term \( \hat{k}(x, x_t) \hat{k}(x_t) \) is a weighted sum of independent Gaussian variables, because \( X_{\Theta_t}^T \) consists of independent Gaussian variables and \( \hat{k}(x, x_t) \hat{k}(x_t) \) is a projection of \( y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t) \). Recall that \( X_t \sim \mathcal{N}(0, S) \); hence, we have

\[
X_{\Theta_t} | X_{\Theta_t}, \sim \mathcal{N}(X_{\Theta_t}, S_{\Theta_t}^{-1} S_{\Theta_t} \Theta_t, I_{N-1} \otimes S_{\Theta_t}^{-1} S_{\Theta_t} \Theta_t),
\]

where \( S_{\Theta_t} = S_{\Theta_t} - S_{\Theta_t} \Theta_t S_{\Theta_t} \Theta_t \). As a result, the Gaussian variable \( X_{\Theta_t}^T P \) has mean

\[
\mathbb{E}[X_{\Theta_t}^T P | \hat{\mu}(x_t), X_{\Theta_t}] = S_{\Theta_t}^{-1} S_{\Theta_t}^T (y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))
\]

and variance

\[
\mathbb{V}[X_{\Theta_t}^T P | \hat{\mu}(x_t), X_{\Theta_t}] = (y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))^T \hat{k}(x_t) \hat{k}(x_t)^{-1} (y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t)) S_{\Theta_t} \Theta_t.
\]

By independence between \( \hat{k}(X) \) and \( \hat{\mu}(X) \) shown in Corollary [8], we can show that \( \hat{k}(x, x_t) \) and \( \hat{\mu}(x) \) are independent conditional on \( \hat{\mu}(x_t) \) and \( \hat{k}(x_t) \), by noting that

\[
p(\hat{\mu}(X), \hat{k}(X)) = p(\hat{\mu}(X))p(\hat{k}(X))
\]

\[
\Rightarrow p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\}, \hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\}) = p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})
\]

\[
\Rightarrow p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\}, \hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\}) = p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})
\]

\[
\Rightarrow p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\}, \hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\}) = p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{\mu}(x_t) \cup \{x\})p(\hat{k}(x_t) \cup \{x\})
\]

Hence, \( \hat{\mu}(x) \) and \( X_{\Theta_t}^T P = k(x, x_t) \hat{k}(x_t) \) are independent conditional on \( \hat{\mu}(x_t) \) and \( \hat{k}(x_t) \). Moreover, \( X_{\Theta_t}^T P \) is dependent on \( X_{\Theta_t} \) only through \( \hat{k}(x_t) = X_{\Theta_t}^T X_{\Theta_t}; \) hence, we have

\[
\hat{\mu}(x) \cup \hat{k}(x_t) \sim \mathcal{N}(\hat{\mu}, \hat{\Sigma}),
\]

(17)
By linearity of expectation and the Bienaymé formula,
\begin{equation}
\hat{\mu} = \mathbb{E}[\hat{\mu}(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t)] + k(x, x_t)(k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t)) = \mu(x),
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
\bar{S} = \mathbb{V}[\hat{\mu}(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t)] + \frac{(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))^T k(x_t)^{-1}(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{n - 1},
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
= \frac{k_t(x) + \sigma^2}{N} \Bigg[ \frac{n - 1}{N - 1} \Bigg] + \frac{(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))^T k(x_t)^{-1}(y_t - \hat{\mu}(x_t))(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{N - 1}.
\end{equation}
In Eq. (18) and Eq. (19), we use the conditional Gaussian distribution for \( \hat{\mu}(x) \) as follows
\begin{equation}
\hat{\mu}(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t) \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu(x) + k(x, x_t)(k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(\hat{\mu}(x_t) - \mu(x_t)), \frac{k_t(x) + \sigma^2}{N}).
\end{equation}

By the law of total expectation,
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[\hat{\mu}_t(x)] = \mathbb{E}
\left[ \mathbb{E}[\hat{\mu}_t(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t), \hat{k}(x_t)] \right] = \mu_t(x).
\end{equation}

By the law of total variance,
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{V}[\hat{\mu}_t(x)] = \mathbb{E}
\left[ \mathbb{V}[\hat{\mu}_t(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t), \hat{k}(x_t)] \right] + \mathbb{V}
\left[ \mathbb{E}[\hat{\mu}_t(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t), \hat{k}(x_t)] \right]
= \mathbb{E}\left[ \frac{(N - 2 + (y_t - \mu(x_t))^T k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(y_t - \mu(x_t))(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{N(N - t - 2)} \right]
= \frac{(N - 2 + k_{x_t, y_t})(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{N(N - t - 2)}.
\end{equation}
where
\begin{equation}
k_{x_t, y_t} = (y_t - \mu(x_t))^T k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I^{-1}(y_t - \mu(x_t)).
\end{equation}

Notice that \( \hat{\mu}_t(x) | \hat{\mu}(x_t), \hat{k}(x_t) \) in Eq. (17) is a normal distribution centered at \( \hat{\mu}_t(x) \) regardless of the conditional distribution. So the distribution of \( \hat{\mu}_t(x) \) must be symmetric with a center at \( \mu_t(x) \). Hence, applying Chebyshev’s inequality, we have
\begin{equation}
\Pr \left[ \hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x) < \sqrt{\frac{(N - 2 + k_{x_t, y_t})(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{2\delta_1' N(N - t - 2)}} \right] \geq 1 - \delta_1',
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
\Pr \left[ \hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x) > \sqrt{\frac{(N - 2 + k_{x_t, y_t})(k_t(x_t) + \sigma^2)}{2\delta_1' N(N - t - 2)}} \right] \geq 1 - \delta_1'.
\end{equation}
Notice that the randomness of \( k_{x_t, y_t} \) is from \( y_t \) and \( y_t \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu(x_t), k(x_t) + \sigma^2 I) \). So we can further bound \( k_{x_t, y_t} \leq t + 2 \sqrt{t \log \frac{1}{\delta_1'}} + 2 \log \frac{1}{\delta_1'} \) with probability at most \( \delta_1'' \) by Corollary. Hence, if we set \( \delta_1' = \frac{\delta_1}{2} \) and \( \delta_1'' = \frac{\delta_2}{2} \), with probability at least \( 1 - \delta_1 \), we have
\begin{equation}
\hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x) < \sqrt{t \log \frac{1}{\delta_1'}} \wedge \hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x) > -\sqrt{t \log \frac{1}{\delta_1'}}
\end{equation}
for fixed inputs \( x, x_t \).

Combining this result and the results in Eq. (15), Eq. (16), Eq. (20), we proved the lemma. 

**Lemma 12** (Lemma 1 in the paper). Pick probability \( \delta \in (0, 1) \). For any nonnegative integer \( t < T \), conditioned on the observations \( D_t = \{(x_r, y_r)\}_{r=1}^t \), the estimators in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) satisfy
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[\hat{\mu}_t(x)] = \mu_t(x), \mathbb{E}[\hat{k}_t(x)] = k_t(x) + \sigma^2 I.
\end{equation}
Moreover, if the size of the training dataset satisfy \( N \geq T + 2 \), then for any input \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), both
\begin{equation}
|\hat{\mu}_t(x) - \mu_t(x)| < a_t(k_t(x) + \sigma^2) \quad \text{and} \quad 1 - 2 \sqrt{b_t} < \frac{k_t(x)}{k_t(x) + \sigma^2} < 1 + 2 \sqrt{b_t} + 2b_t
\end{equation}
hold, where
\begin{equation}
a_t = \frac{4(N - 2 + t + 2 \sqrt{t \log (4/\delta) + 2 \log (4/\delta)})}{\delta (N - t - 2)} \quad \text{and} \quad b_t = \frac{1}{N - t - 1} \log \frac{4}{\delta}.
\end{equation}
\[ \Pr \left[ 1 - 2\sqrt{b_t} < k_t(x)/(k_t(x) + \sigma^2) < 1 + 2\sqrt{b_t} + 2b_t \right] \geq 1 - 2e^{-b_t(N-t-1)} \]
where \( b_t = \frac{1}{N-t-1} \log \frac{1}{\delta} > 0 \) and \( \delta_2 \in (0, 1) \). By Lemma [11] we also have
\[ \Pr \left[ \mu_t(x) - \mu_t(x) < \delta \left( k_t(x) + \sigma^2 \right) \wedge \delta \mu_t(z) - \mu_t(z) > -\delta \left( k_t(z) + \sigma^2 \right) \right] \geq 1 - \delta_2, \]
where \( \delta = \frac{\delta_1}{\delta_2} \), and \( \zeta = x \).

Corollary 13 (Corollary of Bernoulli’s inequality). For any \( 0 \leq x \leq c \) and \( a > 0 \), we have
\[ x \leq \frac{\log(1 + \frac{a}{x})}{\log(1 + a)}. \]

Proof. By Bernoulli’s inequality, \((1 + a)^{\frac{x}{a}} \leq 1 + \frac{ax}{c}\). Because \( \log(1 + a) > 0 \), by rearranging, we have \( x \leq \frac{\log(1 + \frac{a}{x})}{\log(1 + a)}. \)

Lemma 14. For any \( 0 \leq x \leq c \) and \( a > 0 \), we have \( \sqrt{x} < \sqrt{a + \frac{a}{2\sqrt{a + c}}}. \)

Proof. Numerically, for any \( n \geq 1 \), \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} < 2\sqrt{n} - 2\sqrt{n - 1} \). Let \( n = \frac{a}{x} + 1 \). Then, we have
\[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{a + c}} < 2\sqrt{\frac{x}{a} + 1 - 2\sqrt{\frac{x}{a}}} \]
\[ \frac{a}{\sqrt{a + c}} < 2\sqrt{x + a - 2\sqrt{x}} \]
\[ \sqrt{x} < \sqrt{x + a - \frac{a}{2\sqrt{a + c}}}. \]

Lemma 15 (Lemma 5.3 of [51]). Let \( x_T = [x_t]_{t=1}^{T} \subseteq \mathbb{X} \). The mutual information between the function values \( f(x_T) \) and their observations \( y_T = [y_t]_{t=1}^{T} \) satisfy
\[ I(f(x_T); y_T) = \frac{1}{2} \log \det(I + \sigma^{-2}k(x_T)) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{k} \log(1 + \sigma^{-2}k_{t-1}(x_t)). \]

Theorem 16. Assume there exist constant \( c \geq \max_{x \in \mathbb{X}} k(x) \) and a training dataset is available whose size is \( N \geq \frac{4}{N} + T + 2 \). Define
\[ \tau_{t-1} = \sqrt{\frac{6}{\delta_{N}(N-t-1)}}, \quad b_{t-1} = \frac{1}{N-t} \log \frac{6}{\delta}, \quad \text{for any } t \in [T], \]
and \( \rho_T = \max_{A \subseteq \mathbb{X}, |A|=T} \log |I + \sigma^{-2}k(A)| \). Then, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), the best-sample simple regret in \( T \) iterations of meta BO with GP-UCB that uses Eq. [12] as its hyperparameter satisfies
\[ r_{T-1}^{GP-UCB} \leq \eta^{GP-UCB} \sqrt{\frac{2cnr}{T \log(1 + c\sigma^{-2})} + \sigma^2 - \frac{(\log \frac{4}{\delta})}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}}}, \]
where \( \eta^{GP-UCB} = \left( \frac{t_{t-1} + (2\log \frac{4}{\delta})}{\sqrt{1-2\sqrt{b_{t-1}}} \sqrt{1 + 2\sqrt{b_{t-1}} + 2b_{t-1} + \tau_{T-1} + (2\log \frac{4}{\delta})}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \).

With probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), the best-sample simple regret in \( T \) iterations of meta BO with PI that uses \( f^* \geq \max_{x \in \mathbb{X}} f(x) \) as its target value satisfies
\[ r_{T-1}^{PI} \leq \eta^{PI} \sqrt{\frac{2cnr}{T \log(1 + c\sigma^{-2})} + \sigma^2 - \frac{(2\log \frac{4}{\delta})}{2\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}}}, \]
where \( \eta^{PI} = \left( \frac{f^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T)}{\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T) + \sigma^2}} + \tau_{T-1} \right) \sqrt{\frac{1 + 2b_{T-1} + 2b_{T-1} + \tau_{T-1} + (2\log \frac{4}{\delta})}{1 - 2b_{T-1}}} \).
Proof. We first show the regret bound for GP-UCB with our estimators of prior and posterior. All of the probabilities mentioned in the proofs need to be interpreted in a frequentist manner. Let \( \tau = \arg \min_{t \in [T]} k_{t-1}(x_t) \). By Corollary 6 with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{3} \),

\[
r_T^{\text{GP-UCB}} = f^* - \max_{t \in [T]} f(x_t) \\
\leq f^* - f(x_{\tau}) \\
\leq f^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) - f(x_{\tau}) \\
\leq \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta' \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})} - \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta' \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})},
\]

where \( \zeta' = (2 \log(\frac{2}{\delta}))^{\frac{1}{2}} \). By Lemma 11 with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{3} \),

\[
\mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) - \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) < \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) - \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \ion_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} + \ion_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2},
\]

where \( \ion_{T-1} = \sqrt{6 \sigma^2 \log(2 + 2 \log(\frac{2}{\delta}))} \leq \ion_{T-1} \). Notice that because of the input selection strategy of GP-UCB with \( \zeta_t = \frac{\iota_{t-1} + \zeta'}{1 - \ion_{b_{t-1}}} \), the following inequality holds with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{\delta}{6} \),

\[
\mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + (\ion_{t-1} + \zeta') \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} \leq \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta_t \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})} \\
\leq \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta_t \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})}.
\]

Hence, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \),

\[
r_T^{\text{GP-UCB}} \leq \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta' \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} - \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta' \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} - \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}} \\
< \mu_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \zeta_t \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})} + (\ion_{t-1} + \zeta') (\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} + \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2}) - \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}} \\
\leq \zeta_t \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau})} + (\ion_{t-1} + \zeta') \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} - \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}} \\
< (\zeta_t 1 + 2 \sqrt{b_{t-1} + 2b_{t-1}} + \ion_{t-1} + \zeta') \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} - \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}} \\
< \eta_t^{\text{GP-UCB}} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) + \sigma^2} - \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}} 
\]

where \( \eta_t^{\text{GP-UCB}} = \frac{\ion_{t-1} + \zeta'}{1 - \ion_{b_{t-1}}} \sqrt{1 + 2 \sqrt{2b_{t-1} + 2b_{t-1}} + \ion_{t-1} + \zeta'} \). By Corollary 13 and the fact that \( \tau = \arg \min_{t \in [T]} k_{t-1}(x_t) \), we have

\[
k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) \leq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} k_{t-1}(x_{t}) \\
\leq \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} c \log(1 + c \sigma^2 k_{t-1}(x_{t})) \\
= \frac{c}{T \log(1 + c \sigma^2)} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log(1 + c \sigma^2 k_{t-1}(x_{t})).
\]

Notice that here Corollary 13 applies because \( 0 \leq k_{T-1}(x_{\tau}) \leq c \).
By Lemma 15 \[ I(f(x_T); y_T) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log(1 + \sigma^{-2} k_{t-1}(x_t)) \leq \rho_T, \] so

\[ k_{t-1}(x_T) \leq \frac{2c \rho_T}{T \log(1 + c \sigma^{-2})}, \]

which implies

\[ r_T^{GP-UCB} < \eta \sqrt{\frac{2c \rho_T}{T \log(1 + c \sigma^{-2})}} + \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{\sqrt{c + \sigma^2}}. \]

Next, we show the proof for a special case of PI with \( \hat{f}^* \), an upper bound on \( f \), as its target value. Again, by Corollary 6 with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{2}{3} T \),

\[ r_T^{PI} = \hat{f}^* - \max_{t \in [T]} f(x_t) \leq \hat{f}^* - f(x_T) \leq \hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T) + \mu_{T-1}(x_T) - f(x_T) \leq \hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T) + \zeta' \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)}, \]

where \( \zeta' = (2 \log(\frac{3}{2^T}))^2 \) and \( \tau = \arg \min_{t \in [T]} k_{t-1}(x_t) \). By Lemma 11 and the selection strategy of PI, with probability at least \( 1 - \frac{2}{3} T \),

\[ \hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T) < \hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T) + \tau_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2 \]

\[ \leq \frac{\hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T)}{\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)}} + \tau_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2 \]

\[ \leq \frac{\hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T)}{\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)}} + \tau_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2 \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \tau_{T-1} \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2 \]

\[ < \left( \frac{\hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T)}{\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2} + \tau_{T-1} \right) \left( \frac{1 + 2b_{T-1}^b + 2b_{T-1}^{-1}}{1 - 2b_{T-1}^b} + \tau_{T-1} \right) \sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2. \]

Hence, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), the best-sample simple regret of PI satisfy

\[ r_T^{PI} < \eta^{PI} \sqrt{\frac{2c \rho_T}{T \log(1 + c \sigma^{-2})}} + \frac{\zeta' \sigma^2}{2 \sqrt{c + \sigma^2}}, \]

where \( \eta^{PI} = \left( \frac{\hat{f}^* - \mu_{T-1}(x_T)}{\sqrt{k_{T-1}(x_T)} + \sigma^2} + \tau_{T-1} \right) \left( \frac{1 + 2b_{T-1}^b + 2b_{T-1}^{-1}}{1 - 2b_{T-1}^b} + \tau_{T-1} \right) + \zeta'. \)

**Theorem 17** (Theorem 2 in th paper). Assume there exist constant \( c \geq \max_{x \in X} k(x) \) and a training dataset is available whose size is \( N \geq 4 \log \frac{6}{\delta} + T + 2 \). Then, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), the best-sample simple regret in \( T \) iterations of meta BO with special cases of either GP-UCB or PI satisfies

\[ r_T^{UCB} < \eta_T^{UCB}(N) \lambda_T, \quad r_T^{PI} < \eta_T^{PI}(N) \lambda_T, \quad \lambda_T^2 = O(\rho_T / T) + \sigma^2, \]

where \( \eta_T^{UCB}(N) = (m + C_1) \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{4 - m}} + 1 \right), \eta_T^{PI}(N) = (m + C_2) \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{4 - m}} + 1 \right) + C_3, \)

\( C_1, C_2, C_3 > 0 \) are constants, and \( \rho_T = \max_{A \in X, |A|=T^2} \frac{1}{2} \log |I + \sigma^{-2} k(A)|. \)

**Proof.** This theorem is a condensed version of Thm. 16 with big O notations.
C Proofs for Section 4.2

Recall that we assume $\mathcal{X}$ is a compact set which is a subset of $\mathbb{R}^d$. We only considers a special case of GPs that assumes $f(x) = \Phi(x)^T W$, $W \sim \mathcal{N} (u, \Sigma)$ and the basis functions $\Phi(x) \in \mathbb{R}^K$ are given. The mean function and kernel are defined as

$$
\mu(x) = \Phi(x)^T u \quad \text{and} \quad k(x) = \Phi(x)^T \Sigma \Phi(x).
$$

Given noisy observations $D_t = \{(x_t, y_t)\}_{t=1}^T$, we have

$$
\mu_t(x) = \Phi(x)^T u_t \quad \text{and} \quad k_t(x, x') = \Phi(x)^T \Sigma_t \Phi(x'),
$$

where the posterior of $W$ satisfies

$$
\begin{align*}
\mu_t &= u + \Sigma \Phi(x_t)(\Phi(x_t)^T \Sigma \Phi(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}(y_t - \Phi(x_t)^T u), \\
\Sigma_t &= \Sigma - \Sigma \Phi(x_t)(\Phi(x_t)^T \Sigma \Phi(x_t) + \sigma^2 I)^{-1}\Phi(x_t)^T \Sigma.
\end{align*}
$$

Our estimators for $u_t$ and $\Sigma_t$ are

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{u}_t &= \mu_t - \hat{\Sigma} \Phi(x_t)(\Phi(x_t)^T \hat{\Sigma} \Phi(x_t))^{-1}(y_t - \Phi(x_t)^T u), \\
\hat{\Sigma}_t &= \frac{N - 1}{N - t - 1} \left( \hat{\Sigma} - \hat{\Sigma} \Phi(x_t)(\Phi(x_t)^T \hat{\Sigma} \Phi(x_t))^{-1}\Phi(x_t)^T \hat{\Sigma} \right).
\end{align*}
$$

We can compute the approximated conditional mean and variance of the observation on $x \in \mathcal{X}$ to be

$$
\hat{\mu}_t(x) = \Phi(x)^T \hat{u}_t \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{k}_t(x, x') = \Phi(x)^T \hat{\Sigma}_t \Phi(x').
$$

Again, we prove a bound on the best-sample simple regret $r_T = \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x) - \max_{t \in [T]} \hat{f}_T(x)$. The evaluated inputs $x_t = [x_t]_T^t$ are selected either by a special case of GP-UCB using the acquisition function

$$
\alpha_{t-1}^{\text{GP-UCB}}(x) = \frac{\hat{\mu}_{t-1}(x) + \zeta \hat{k}_{t-1}(x)^{\frac{1}{2}}, \text{ with}}{(1 - 2(\frac{1}{N - t} \log \frac{\delta}{\delta}))^{\frac{1}{2}}}.
$$

This special case of PI assumes additional information of the upper bound on function value $\hat{f}_T^* \geq \max_{x \in \mathcal{X}} f(x)$.

For convenience of the notations, we define $\hat{\sigma}^2(x) = \sigma^2 \Phi(x)^T (\Phi(x) \Phi(x)^T)^{-1} \Phi(x)$. \corollaryref{18} combines \lemmaref{7} and basic properties of the Wishart distribution \cite{12}.

\corollaryref{18} Assume the matrix $\Phi(x) \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M}$ has linearly independent rows. Then, $\hat{u}$ and $\hat{\Sigma}$ are independent and

$$
\hat{u} \sim \mathcal{N} \left( u, \frac{1}{N} (\Sigma + \sigma^2 (\Phi(x) \Phi(x)^T)^{-1}) \right), \quad \hat{\Sigma} \sim \mathcal{W} \left( \frac{1}{N - 1} (\Sigma + \sigma^2 (\Phi(x) \Phi(x)^T)^{-1}), N - 1 \right).
$$

For finite set of inputs $x \subset \mathcal{X}$, $\hat{\mu}(x)$ and $\hat{k}(x)$ are also independent; they satisfy

$$
\hat{\mu}(x) \sim \mathcal{N} \left( \mu, \frac{1}{N} (k(x) + \hat{\sigma}^2(x)) \right), \quad \hat{k}(x) \sim \mathcal{W} \left( \frac{1}{N - 1} (k(x) + \hat{\sigma}^2(x)), N - 1 \right).
$$

The proofs of \lemmaref{3} and \theoremref{4} in the paper directly follow \corollaryref{18} and proofs of \lemmaref{11} \theoremref{16} in this appendix.
D Proofs for Section 4.3

We show that the simple regret with \( \hat{x}_T^* = x_{\tau}, \tau = \arg \max_{t \in [T]} y_t \) is very close to the best-sample simple regret.

**Lemma 19.** With probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), \( R_T - r_T^* \leq 2(2 \log \frac{1}{3})^{\frac{1}{2}} \sigma \).

**Proof.** Let \( \tau' = \arg \max_{t \in [T]} f(x_t) \) and \( \tau = \arg \max_{t \in [T]} y_t \). Note that \( y_{\tau} \geq y_{\tau'} \). By Corollary 6, with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), \( f(x_{\tau}) + C\sigma \geq y_{\tau} \geq y_{\tau'} \geq f(x_{\tau'}) - C\sigma \), where \( C = (2 \log \frac{1}{3})^{\frac{1}{2}} \).

Hence \( R_T - r_T^* = f(x_{\tau'}) - f(x_{\tau}) \leq 2C\sigma \). \( \square \)

E Experiments

For Plain and TLSM-BO with UCB in our experiments, we used the same \( \zeta_t \) as PEM-BO.

In the following, we include extra experiments that we performed with PI acquisition function and matrix completion for the missing entry case in the discrete domains. The PI approach uses the maximum function value in the training dataset \( \bar{D}_N \) as the target value. These results show that our approach is resilient to missing data. BO with the PI acquisition function performs similarly to UCB.

![Figure 4: Rewards vs. Number of evals for grasp optimization, grasp, base pose, and placement optimization, and synthetic function optimization problems (from top-left to bottom). 0.6xPEM-BO refers to the case where we have 60 percent of the dataset missing.](image-url)